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CHAPTER I1

introduction STATEMENT PROBLEM

past years numerous studies
completed linking religiosity number deviant

behaviors results these studies varied along

continuum reporting moderately positive
strongly negative relationships many control groups

variables studied frequent being

age type community region country

majority evidence delivers message

religiosity marginally related various deviant

behaviors our society few studies though

found religiosity relationship these

deviant behaviors evidence discussed
depth chapter two

primary purpose paper however

show under what circumstances religion religious
attendencetendenceattendance predict behaviors words

demonstrate religion viable factor
social control theory deviant behavior

second equally important purpose

study include members church jesus

christ latter day saints cormonsmormonsMormons although

numerous studies reported date few
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included mormonscormonsMor mons felt mormonscormons

significantly different lifestyle due directly
teachings church deviant behavior mormone

includes masturbation use alcohol

tobacco furthermore fear both social
spiritual sanctions pressures members LDS church

conform lifestyle therefore thought

significant results found mormone

affiliations between religion
deviant behaviors

third purpose present study

discuss overcome certain problems found earlier
studies felt six specific
theoretical methodological shortcomings

majority previous studies ignoring

specific affiliations use adolescents almost

exclusively subjectssubjectsobjects dealing sexual deviance

drug abuse separately inadequate statistical
procedures having lack theoretical backing

finallyfinallyr discounting religious affiliation
attendance viable controlling influence society

first these shortcomings

studies report religiosity multidimensional entity
operationalize various types religiosity these

same studies however ignore specific religious
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affiliations few exceptions religious

affiliation grouped catholic protestant

pilot study zane ricks 1983

found religious affiliation even powerful

religious participation predictor vavariableriablediable
concepts orthodoxy vs reformed

fundamentalist vs popular affiliations rarely even

mentioned previous studies thought

then religious affiliations should

condensed these groups individual

effects measured accurately

second shortcoming previous research

majority studies dealing

religiosity deviant behaviors attempted find
relationships among adolescents thought

problem dealing adolescents
misses important point perhaps religious

affiliation attendance adolescents
important social control many areas ie
peers media school family therefore religious

affiliation attendance become important social
controls person leaves home

family support system ability these religious
variables predict deviant behaviors may increase once
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person mature making own

decisions

third shortcoming past research

few exceptions studies dealt
religion alcohol religion marijuana

use religion sexual permissiveness

thought usable body evidence

acquired dealing number different sexual

behaviors substance abuses across same cases

further information found dealing

dimensionality among between different
behaviors

statement leads us what seen

fourth shortcoming previous research
overwhelming majority previous studies used either
gamma pearson R find relationships

same studies authors discuss
multidimensionality variables report

findings statistics inadequate multivariate
data while useful information found

running simple correlation much possibly

valid reliable information found using

statistical procedures four these procedures

used discussed paper gain further
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insight relationships between religion
deviant behaviors

fifth difficulty lack theoretical
backing testing theory useful

social sciences must supported empirical

results while results many works

completed date useful

value tailored suppsupportort reject
existing theories

final shortcoming found studies done

past twofold interrelated first
studies found significant relationship between

variables failed deal predictive
possibilities second those studies found

religion significant relationship deviant

behavior totally dismissed religion predictor
used justify discounting religion

type social control few studies attempted

show how religion used predictor

deviant behaviors

present study attempt overcome these

six problem areas present evidence concerning

social control predictive possibilities religious

affiliation activity various sexual behaviors

substance abuses furthermore study deal
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dimensionality both within between

these two sets behaviors
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CHAPTER II11

religiosity SEX DRUG USE

since 1968 number studies
completed dealing relationships between

religion religiosity both sexual behavior

substance abuse while comprehensive review

these studies beyond scope paper

results representative sample significant
studies presented

religion sex

area seems attract studies
areas along considerable amount

controversy religion religiosity shown

related sexual attitudes behaviors king

abernathy robinson balswick 1976 found

religiosity inversely related both amount

premarital sexual behavior degree premarital
sexual permissiveness showed

relationship stronger sexual attitude
behavior studies dealt attitudes
alone found negative correlation between

religious experience religiosity premarital
extramarital sexual attitudes medora burton
1981 medora woodward 1982 weis slosnerick
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1981 studies dealing religiosity sexual

behavior shown similar low moderate

relationships between types religiosity
sexual behaviors mahoney 1980 found fairly good

relationships between variables young 1981 went

step further found through stepwise

discriminant analysis sexual behaviors

separated groups significantly p001pooi level
final study reviewed particular area

data taken smiths 1975 study

included large sample LDS mormon students
expected too found moderately negative

relationship between sexual behavior what defined

religiosity these few studies representative
large body works part

found similar results
work currently being pursued deals

specific subpopulations specific attitudes
behaviors hong 1983 found relationships between

church attendance sexual attitudes subjects

australia similar those relationships studies done

united states herold goodwin 1981 dealt
premarital sexual guilt women ontario

canada should mentioned however

found very low correlation between sexual guilt
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religiosity davids 1982 worked separate both

sexual behavior drug use religion size
community found complex relationships between

behaviors jewish subjects toronto canada

final paper reviewed area once again

dealt mormon factor christiansen carpenter

1960 predicted found LDS subjects

less permissive either midwesterners

subjects measured denmark

religionRelig ign drugdrus use

like area religion sex

relationship between religion drug use yielded

large number studies great majority these

deal abused drug alcohol next

priority researchers use marijuana

comparison however handful works

reported dealing relationships between

religiosity amphetamines barbiturates
hallucinogens although trail studies extends

back 1950s 60sgos small sample studies

selected work done past fifteen years

those studies dealing alcohol

generally found heavier drinkers tend

nonreligious less religious wechsler mcfadden

1979 burkett 1980 hanson 1974 further wechsler
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mcfadden found men tend drink
women hansonsdansonsHansons study done 1953 straus
bacon showed mormonscormons lowest incidence

drinking dissenting paper reiskin wechsler

1981 found differences drinking catholics

Protestantprotestantssf jews paper stated further
fewer fourth subjects attended services
once week should noted however

study others did include mormonscormons

separate group

studies dealing religiosity drug

use generally found relationships between drug use

sexual behavior included religion
secondary variable janus bess 1973 hundleby 1982

studies dealt direct
relationship between church attendance drug use

especially marijuana use good example these

done mcluckie zahn wilson 1975 found

relationships between different religious affiliations
different levels drug use results showed

catholics protestants low use

drugs while jewish nonaffiliated students
highest current use furthermore church attendance

found effective constraining factor drug

use
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finally few studies dealt both

alcohol drugs especially marijuana turner
willis 1979 example found significant

differences oiol.0101 level between religious
nonreligious subjects current use alcohol

marijuana

religiosity
generally accepted concept

religiosity complex multidimensional entity
agreement led many methods

operationalizingrationalizingope religiosity
much inconsistency

research findings area may
attributable measurement
religiosity few exceptions eg
rohrbaugh jessor 1975 frequency
church attendance used measure

religiosity although church attendance
may provide adequate measure vital
component religiosity generally
conceptualized multidimensional mahoney
1980

study mahoney mentioned rohrbaugh

jessor dealt four areas significant
study concept religiosity

first participation religious
rituals observances embedding
individual conventional activities

iorganized sasanctioningnctioning network see jessor
et al 1968 provide him social
controls second involvement
religious teachings socialize concern

awareness moral issues
standards appropriate conduct third
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religious ideology nature
deity important implications
control god wrath source
anticipated punishment transgression
finally fourthfourths emotional religious
experience generate devoutness
reverence resulting obedience
orientation harmonious adjustment
james 1902 world whatever

operative meditation should serve link
greater religiosity lesser engagement
deviancerohrbaughdeviance Rohrbaugh jessor 1975

while many may agree conceptconcePtr
operationalization ideas matter

interpretation semantics many methods

tried measure religiosity beyond simple attendance

statistics hirschi stark 1969 used belief
supernatural sanctions elifson petersen hadaway

1983 while mentioning hirschi felt religious
salience belief power personal prayer

orthodoxy should added picture albrecht
chadwick alcorn 1977 used term religious
attitudes what called morality scale

these researchers thought had good

method measuring religiosity perhaps did

exception hirschi stark 1969 these
studies found low moderate relationships between

concept religiosity various selected forms

deviance
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alston mclntoshmcintosh 1979 found

religiosity confidence clergy

important determinants church attendencetendenceattendance

felt real reason studies reported

area concerned church attendance heavily

areas religiosity seem deal

emotion attitude do lend themselves

empirical measurement alston mclntoshmcintosh 1979

however used type religiosity sucessfullysuccessfully

predict religious attendance possible

relationship between two reversed

reciprocal thus giving religious tendenceattendenceattendance
independent variable status further studies
deviance

case religiosity deviance

operationalized many ways problem

operationalizingrationalizingope deviance occurs several types

deviance considered sometimes vague line
between deviance delinquency must considered

orientation researcher tends determine

where continuum particular behavior fall
heavy petting even extra premarital

sexual behaviors may neither deviant nor delinquent

others these acts may rank stealing murder
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addition delinquency sometimes defined act
punished particular societyssocie tys laws

further classification problem cloud

operationalization deviant acts victimlessvict imless

crimes include gambling prostitution drug use

etc opposed crimes identifiable victim
study deal deviant behaviors

victimlessvict imless type rather crimes studied
works hellfire delinquency paper hirschi

stark 1969 case hellfire
research thought types crime

delinquency victimlessvict imless variety
controlled much religious attendance religious
affiliation factors family peers

school police these factors measured

study secondary analysis

limited religious affiliation attendance

hellfire study done hirschi stark
deserves special mention since work prompted much

present interest controversy dealing

religion independent variable affecting deviance

work found church attendance unrelated
delinquent acts thought results give

supportive evidence social control theory

critical controlling factors violent crime
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crime identifiable victim found

church rather found family peers schoolsschoolsf
etc paper however deal direct
relationship between religious affiliation
attendance victimlessvict imless deviance
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CHAPTER 111IIIlillii
THEORIES SOCIAL DEVIANCE

large number theories
developed explain deviant behavior these theories
range mosi general midrange very

specific these six
accepted tested current literature

first probably oldest anomie

theory first developed durkheimwurkheimDur kheim then

expanded merton anomie means condition

normlessnessformlessnessnormlessness deregulationregulationreregulationde normal

accepted ways behaving absent merton thought

condition result people being

able achieve culturally emphasized goals

legitimate means smith 1974

second six important theories
sutherland differential association theory

theory related closely general theory

symbolic interaction explains self
product interaction others sutherland thought

deviant behavior like behavior

learned through interaction people young

people interact deviants learn techniques

motivations rationalizations deviant behavior
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thus become likely engage deviant

behavior themselves smith 1974

third important theory deviance

direct descendant sutherland differential
association theory korn mccorkle thought

Sutsutherlandssutherlandherlands theory too vague date

smith 1974 therefore role concept theory

added concept commitment did person

learn deviant behavior

commitment deviant role

fourth possible explanation deviance

developed matza sykes drift
neutralization theory said person

pressured break rules then find
justification deviant act justification
while valid him may valid legal system

society

fifth important theories
explaining deviance labeling theory theory

evolved years through efforts goffmanGof froan

sykes mead cooley according labeling theory

person must act deviant manner must

labeled deviant occurs

labeled person becomes likely act deviant
manner furthermore society treat him
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deviant reinforces deviant behavior

continues cycle

sixth important theory

employed study hirschisHirschis social
control theory hirschi incorporated concepts these

theories anomie came notion
person need meet certain goals therefore

motivation act differential association
came idea people learn deviant

interaction others role concept theory
concept commitment used almost directly
drift theory came notion people

pressured act deviant manner finally
labeling theory came idea once person

labeled deviant become involved

attached deviant group separately these five
earlier theories explain various types deviant
behavior together hirschi uses them form theory

useful explain deviant behavior

see possible solutions deviant behavior

does breaking theory down four

understandable components

these four components attachment commitment

involvement belief explained well
causes delinquency travis hirschi 1969
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attachment

durkheimwurkheimDur kheim said many years
ago moral beings extent

social beings may
interpreted mean moral beings

extent internalized
norms society essence
internalization norms conscience super
ego thus lies attachment
individual others p18

commitment

few deny men occasion
obey rules simply fear
consequences rational component
conformity label commitment
idea then person invests timetimertidetldetidertimey
energy himself certain line
activity whenever considers
deviant behavior must consider costs

deviant behavior risk runs
losing investment made
conventional behavior p 20.20

involvement

many persons undoubtedly owe life
virtue lack opportunity do

otherwise involvement engrossment
conventional activities thus often part

control theory assumption widely
shared person may simply too
busy doing conventional things find time
engage deviant behavior p 21.21

belief
unlike cultural deviance

theory control theory assumes
existence common value system within
society group whose norms being
violated control theorists do

mention beliefs values many do
deal them mere words mean

little nothing forms
control missing p 23.23
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hirschi then goes explain each

these components closely related others
general closely

person tied conventional society
these ways closely likely

tied ways p 27.27

attachment commitment

actually despite evidence
apparently contrary I1 think safe
assume attachment conventional others

commitment achievement tend vary
together p 28.28

commitment involvementinvojvementinyp2mement

perform delinquent act
person must opportunity lack
involvement must invested too
heavily conventional group

commitment these two reciprocal
involvement commitment

then leads involvement p
28.28

attachment belief
attachment others tied beliefs

norms values those others

short respect resource
law insofar child respects loves

fears attachment parents
adults general accept
rules short these two sources
moral behavior although highly complexly
related assumed independent
effect justifies separation p
30.30

according hirschi these four components give

basis explaining why person behaves

particular way rather just describing how
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behave logical question now how these four
components form basis HirHirsbirshinhirschishirschilschisschils social
control theory actually predict explain

behaviors help answer question must turn

discussion socialization social control
theory

social scientists agree people

social beings whole being product

intrinsic abilities dispositions
environment although battle supremacy between

these two goes researchers lean toward

social environmental side fight
words persons personality process

socialization large measure governed

elements society
type symbolic interaction taught

george H mead many researchers see development

personality ongoing process governed

generalized significant others process then

molded through just sort contacts

social control theory describes
seven theories discussed chapter

each important contributions entire method

describing even thinking social control
deviance exception HirhinhirschishirschilsHirshirechisschilschie social
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control theory each theory difficult
operationalize measure order gain empirical

support

study use data college students

avoid problem using adolesentsadolescentsadole sents found

previous studies described inchapterunchapterchapter

done assumed adult active
church attender peers likely many

same moral outlookslooks life significant
others extent subjects view

genergenengeneralizedalizedaliped based moral thought

behavior case younger subjects
cannot selective

lifestyles peers ie significant others

feel validity using religion
religious participation viable factors social
control deviance result fulfilling
HirHirshinshinhirschishirschilschisschils four components social control theory

first church gives well defined list beliefs
second love charity caring taught order

foster attachment third commitment moral

standards brought learning eternal
supernatural everyday consequences deviant

actions these include ostracism excommunication

bodily harm drug related problems etc pregnancy
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andr course hell finally discussed

chapter feel churchunchurcheschest especially
adults tend fulfill need place belong

these four components vary due levels
participation due affiliation therefore
hypotheses must measure both factors influences
devdeviantlant behaviors validity check measure

effects society included show

religious affiliation religious participation
powerful society large

avihvipothesgahypothesespothesga

purpose previous works

part create assembly evidence show how

people act discussed statement

problem tested hypotheses research should
attempt lend credence denial particular
theory allows researcher make

lasting contribution body knowledge

social sciences

six hypotheses structuring current
study

1 significant relationship between

church attendance various illicit behaviors nine

major religious affiliations
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2 members LDS mormon religion engage

illicit sexual activities substance abuse

significantly less members religions
3 frequency church attendance

influences rate illicit behaviors religious
culture found utah secular
culture found washington

4 various illicit sexual behaviors

load single factor various abused

substances load another factor
5 significant positive relationship

between sexual factor abused substance

factor
6 religious affiliation religious

activity used discriminate using discriminant
analysis levels deviance sexual activity
substance use

final hypothesis critical search

possible evidence support assumption

religious activity viable element social
control
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CHAPTER IV

methodology

study use data collected three
occasionsoccasionst 1951 1961 1972 wilford E smith

1975 since secondary analysis

little flexibility definitions
measurement operationalization variables

data collected through page survey form

see appendix data used study

taken chart three use

frequency each behavior variables used

church affiliation church attendance
marijuana use found right hand column

instrument

subjects

wilford E smith collected data sample

8584 college students enrolled time

sociology classes
responses gathered

sociology classes five large universities
two small colleges northwestern

part united states came two
large state universities large private
church university students sociology
classes selected thought

likely accept
questions sex students whose
courses did deal freely social
behavior departments willing
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cooperate nonetheless great majority
respondents sociology majors

expected fair sampling
general run studentssmithstudentsSmith

1976

data used two shortcomings

cause validity problems first sociology students

tested means respondents therefore
probably aware social problems general
college population second almost half sample

brigham young university make

sample different college students general

while these shortcomings may critical
lower generalization potential results
OiDerationalization variables

1 church activity variable used

shown using five levels attendance attend
regularly quite often special services rarely

never

2 church affiliation study use

mormon church jesus christ latter day

saints catholic jewish presbyterian lutheranLutherant

methodist episcopalian baptist protestant

respondents
3 illicit sexual behavior

include premarital extramarital heavy petting
sexual intercourse homosexuality passionate
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kissing masturbation considered separate

sexual behaviors those listed illicit
4 substance abuse area include

variables getting drunk present marijuana use

non abusive use beer liquor tobacco

considered separately

behaviors noted measured

scale five possible levels behavior regularly

often occasionally rarely never

unfortunate scales used

original collection data solid
measurement behavior using scale barely

above nominal level may less anxiety provoking

respondent interval scale
empirically valid
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chapter V

FINDINGS

sample

frequencies program run variables
insure further statistics contain

invalid results due mathematical problems data

set two independent variables church

affiliation church activity severely skewed

church affiliation reported 54 subjects LDS

see table 1 each affiliations
catholic lutheran presbyterian methodist episcopal
protestant baptist jewish ranged between 2.02020

9.999gg99 sample smallest percentage

respondents 2.02020 jewish largest
discounting LDS respondents reporting
nprotestantprotestantunprotestant made 9.999gg99 sample church

attendance skewed due high percentage 50.1501
respondents reporting regular attendance while

differences between numbers males

females thought critically
different therefore affect further

statistical analysis

expected due high LDS sample size
sexual behaviors substance use variables
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY SAMPLE

LDS 8 MAJOR affiliations

MALE FEMALE MALE FEAIEFEMALE

ACTIVE 1626 2099 521 1117

INACTIVE 290 120 1012 840
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skewed toward lower incidencebehaviorincidence behavior levels
these variables exception pastlpastipassipassionateonate

kissing showed evenly distributed sample

50 subjects reporting never

hypothesis 1

significant relationship between

church attendance various illicit behaviors nine

major religious affiliations
hypothesis similar hypotheses

tested previous studies area

separate stepwise regression run each religious

affiliation included reported behaviors

passionate kissing petting extramarital coitus
masturbation homosexuality getting drunk use

marijuana beer liquor
LDS subsample significant negative

correlations behaviors except passionate

kissing homosexuality getting drunk six

variables did enter order entry

beer marijuana use pettinpettinggr masturbation liquor

coitus reported total R square .422342234223 see table
2 correlations notation simple

correlations rather multiple correlations
catholic subsample much lower

correlations three variables
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significant enough enter stepwise equation

included marijuana use coitus getting drunk

showed significant negative correlation see table
3 R square however .16601660

lutheransLutherans sample three
significant behaviors marijuana getting drunk

kissing correlated religious activity see

table 4 left six liquor beer

pettingpettingr masturbation coitus homosexuality

equation low negative correlations
total R square three significant variables
.282528252825

presbyterian subsample

significant variable getting drunk

explained very small portion variance R

square .13981398 see table 5

methodists two significant
variables entered stepwise equation these

getting drunk use liquor R square

these .32763276 see table 6 use beer

marijuana moderate correlations rest
variables exception homosexuality

zero cell count low correlations
episcopalian subsample 69 valid

cases used equation problem
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TABLE 2

STEPWISE regresssionREGRESS SION DEVIANT BEHAVIORS
CHURCH ACTIVITY LDS respondents

deviant multi
behaviors corr esauareb5guare slepstgosledstedsten
beer 5917 3501 1
marijuana 4870 3868 2
petting 3937 4059 3
masturbation 2800 4145 4
liquor 5854 4191 5
coitus 3976 4223 6
getting drunk 550 NE
kissing 225225.22520 0 C NEMP

homosexuality 114114.114L J TC NEhitti

simple correlations
TABLE 3

STEPWISE regression DEVIANT BEHAVIORS
CHURCH ACTIVITY CATHOLIC respondents

deviant multi
behaviors corr R squaresauale stepstedsteidstelo ft

marijuana .331433143314 .10981098 1
getting drunk .280828082808 .143514351435 2
coitus .280028002800 .16601660 3

liquor .125125 NE

beer .133133 NE
kissing .157157 NE
petting 233.233233 NE

masturbation 157.157157 NE
homosexuality 010olo.010010 NE

simple correlations
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TABLE 4

STEPWISE regression OP DEVIANT BEHAVIORS
CHURCH ACTIVITY LUTHERAN respondents

deviant multi
behaviorspehavj olsors corrcorncprrx R square stedstepstelpstelo f

marlMarimanimarijuanmarijuarmarijuanaduarjuarla .461246124612 .21272127 1
getting drunk .340834083408 .244524452445 2
kissing 0944.09440944 .282528252825 3
liquor 243.243243 NE

beer 225.225225 NE
petting 072072.072m i NE
coitus 215.215215 NE
masturbationmasturbc ionlon 086.086086 NE
homosexualityHomoshonoshomosexiextexilalitybality 069ogg.069069 NE

simple correlations
TABLE 5

STEPWISE regression DEVIANT BEHAVIORS
CHURCH ACTIVITY presbyterian respondents

multi
vallab e corr R square stedstepsteipsheip f

getting drunk .373937393739 1.11398.13983981398 1
liquor 268.268268 NE
beer 356.356356 NE
kissing 130100izoelz158loo.1581 C Q NE
petting .188188 NE

coitus 242.242242 NE
masturbationmasturb ionlon oolooi.001001 NE
homosexualityhomosexualitybality 070.070070 NE
marijuanana 315.3153153 1 R NE

simple correlations
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TABLE 6

STEPWISE regression DEVIANT BEHAVIORS
CHURCH ACTIVITY METHODIST respondents

multi
variable corr R square step t
getting drunk 5433 .295229522952 1

liquor 4823 .327632763276 2
beer 464 NEKTTb
kissing 085 NE

186I1 ie NEMIpetting 186lob.186iobloo arciirci

coitus 189 NE
masturbation 097 NE

homosexuality NEirNITnir

marijuana 356dob356job.356kede 7 NEbrtVTT

simple correlations

TABLE 7

STEPWISE regression DEVIANT BEHAVIORS
CHURCH ACTIVITY episcopalian respondents

multi
variablevallabe corr R squaresouane step f

coitus .278427842784 .077507750775 1
liquor 068.068068 NE

beer jb200V V NE

getting drunk 273.273273 NE

kissing 219.219219 NE
190 NEpetting J U

masturbation 105.105105 NE
homosexuality .215215 NE
marijuana 198.198198 NE

simple correlations
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results showed highest correlation .27842784

coitus allowed variable significant
enough entered equation R square

however .077507750775 see table 7

respondents reported affiliation
simply protestant include number

denominations category included

analysis general protestant category

used previous studies category three
variables significant enough enter

equation use beer use

marijuana homosexuality R square however

.152015201520 see table 8

baptist subpopulation while small number

42 valid cases moderately negative correlations
variables except masturbation

homosexuality see table 9 due small number

valid cases however two variables entered

stepwise equation passionate kissing
use liquor R square moderately high

.368336833683

jewish subpopulation contained 29 valid
cases small N seriously hamper validity

reliability results jewish

subpopulation variable correlation
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TABLE 8

STEPWISE regression DEVIANT BEHAVIORS CHURCH
ACTIVITY GENERAL protestant respondents

multi
variableVa nablnahlrabl e corr R square stedstepstet t
beer .31783178 .10101010 1
marijuamarijuanamarijkana .29362936 .133713371337 2
homosexualityhomo sexualitybality 1293.12931293 .152015201520 3

liquor 305.305305 NE

getting drunk 249.249249 NE
kissing 095.095095 NE
petting 108.108108 NE

coitus .173173 NE

masturbationmasturbatlon 141.141141 NE

simple correlations

TABLE 9

STEPWISE regression DEVIANT BEHAVIORS
CHURCH ACTIVITY BAPTIST respondents

multi
variable corr R squaresauaresagare stetstep t
kissing .525252525252 .27592759 1
liquor .41424142 .36833683 2
beer 395 NEittdeeDCCoce JL j f

getting drunk 334J Z NE
petting 518518.518K 1 Q rlNE

coitus 518.518518R 1 Q NEMPIMJ i

masturbation 172172.172J1 7 Z0 NEactnct
homosexuality 192192.1921J 92 NErMI

433 NEmarijuana cejcxj J

simple correlations
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TABLE 10

STEPWISE regression DEVIANT BEHAVIORS
CHURCH ACTIVITY JEWISH respondents

multi
alax3laxvariableiabie corr R squareaguare step t
masturbation 3941.39413941 .15531553 1
liquor 084.084084 NE

beer 270.270270 NE

getting drunk 180.180180 NE
kissing 068.068068 NE

petting ogi.061061 NE

coitus 1251.1.1251252 5 NE
homosexuality 129.129129 NE

marijuana 113.113113 NE

simple correlations
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significant enough enter equation rest
variables except use beer

correlations lower 2.2 see table 10 equation

differed equations

significant variable masturbation positive

correlation .394139413941 R square 1553 R

square reports explained variance highest
LDS respondents lower conservative protestants

baptists methodists lowest liberal
protestantsProtestantsf catholics jews

further test run hypothesis

again tested pearsons R values split
gender well religious affiliation although

males correlation values slightly higher

those reported total group females

correlation values slightly lower

significantly different values either gender across

nine religious affiliations nine measured

behaviors

third way testing hypothesis

correlation coefficients computed church

attendance each illicit behavior each

nine religions see table 11

LDS subsample significant negative

correlations ranging between 073.073073 500.500500 between
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TABLE 11

SUMMARY SIMPLE correlations BETWEEN
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITY ILLICIT BEHAVIORS

hom-
osexualreligionre igionigdon drunk pettingpettiaqnq coitggus sexualityty ytayiamarijuanar juana

LDS 500.500500 337.337337 329.329329 073.073073 489.489489
catholic 300.300300 272.272272 316.316316 015.015015 344.344344
lutheran 312.312312 .153153 224.224224 079.079079 431.431431
presbyterian 369.369369 192.192192 228.228228 .00060006 302.302302
methodist 422.422422 231.231231 .261261 030.030030 355.355355
episcopalian 301.301301 160.160160 261.261261 096ogg.096096 207.207207
protestant 308.308308 146.146146 189.189189 .012012 292.292292
baptist 329.329329 238.238238 336.336336 139.139139 437.437437
jewish 064.064064 099ogg.099099 207.207207 055.055055 125.125125

pearsons correlation coefficient significant
oolooi.001001
pearsons correlation coefficientcoefficientycoefficients although very
small reported significant large
sample size
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activity level each five behaviors hence

church activity higher illicit behaviors lower

catholic subsample lower correlations 015

344.344344 significant except

homosexuality affiliations followed

similar pattern having significant correlations
variables except homosexuality include

presbyteriansPresbyte rians .00060006 369.369369 methodists 030 .030030

422.422422 protestants 012 .012012 308.308308 those

affiliations correlations between activity

illicit behaviors significant include

lutheransLutherans 079.079079 .431431 episcopaliansEpiscopal ians 096ogg.096096

.301301 baptists 139.139139 437.437437 jewish

subsample significant correlation 207.207207

coitus correlations behaviors
among jews ranged 055.055055 .125125

significant
exception jewish subsample

hypothesis strongly supported data

three methods testing data came same

conclusion statistically significant
relationship between church attendance various

illicit behaviors nine major affiliations
furthermore relationship especially strong

LDS respondents
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hypothesis 2

membebembe 3 LDS mormon religion engage

illicit sexual activities substance abuse

significantly less members religions

test hypothesis percentage

respondents reporting regular often occasional

patterns sexual behaviors substance use behaviors

each variable within each nine major

religions calculated LDS subsample

lowest rates behavior patterns five illicit
behaviors slight exception homosexuality

ranging 0.40404 percent homosexuality 13913.913513.5139135

percent petting see table 12 further examination

shows catholic subsample highest

percentage respondents reporting regular often

occasional behavior patterns four illicit
behaviors second highest petting

0.50505 percent difference highest

percentage

statistically support simple comparisons

percentages difference proportions z test
calculated each behavior see percentage

LDS members engaging thebehaviorsbehaviors less
percentage major affiliations combined

see table 13 LDS subsample proportions
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TABLE 12

percentage respondents REPORTING REGUREGULARLARrlarg
OFTEN occasional participation

FIVE ILLICIT BEHAVIORS

homo
religion drunk petting coituscojltuscgitus sexuality marijuana

LDS 04.0040 13.9139139 03.4034 00.4004004 01.2012
catholic 26.6266 41.4414 23.8238238 03.0030 15.6156
lutheran 17.2172 36.9369 19.7197 00.7007 08.0080
presbyterian 17.5175 36.1361 14.2142 01.7017 05.7057
methodist 18.2182 38.2382 18.0180 00.2002 09.0090ogo
episcopalian 20.2202 38.8388 14.0140 00.5005 0808408.44
protestant 17.8178 40.2402402 20.2202 01.0010010olo 06.4064
baptist 11.9119 39.6396396 19.8198198 00.6006 06.2062
jewish 16.8168 41.9419 15.5155 00.7007 08.4084

TABLE 13

GROUPED percentage respondents REPORTING
REGULAR OFTEN occasional RESPONSES

FIVE ILLICIT BEHAVIORS

LDSL DS 8 majormajonma jor affiliaffidiationsactions

behaviors male femalefedalefermfernaleaie totaltot aaa1 malemalmaimaie e female total
drunk 06.9069ogg 01601.6olg01 6.6 04004.004 0 28928.928 9 11.2112 19.1191igiigl
petting 18.0180 10810.810 8.8 13913.913 9 48948.948 9 31.6316316 39.0390
coitus 04.9049 02302.302 3.3 03403.403 4 25325.325 3 13.5135 18.6186
homosexuality 00.7007 00200.200 2.2 00400.400 4 01101.1oiioli01 1 00.3003 01.3013
marijuana use 05.6056056 01301.301 3.3 01201.201 2 41341.341 3 26.1261 08.7087
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males females combined gender totals
significantly lower ooiool .001001 four illicit
behaviors homosexuality significantly different
due extremely small incidence behavior

another difference proportions z test
calculated measure significance differences
between proportions LDS subsample

second lowest proportions appearing each five

illicit behaviors see table 14 again

differences significant ooiool .001001 exception

homosexuality methodists reported lower

percentage homosexuality 020.202 percent compared

LDS percentage 0.40404 percent difference
statistically significant due extremely

small rate incidence homosexuality

subsamples exception variable
homosexuality hypothesis strongly supported

data both methods testing hypothesis

came conclusion LDS subsample

significantly lower illicit behavior eight

affiliations measured

hypothesis 3

frequency church attendance

influences rate illicit behaviors religious
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TABLE 14

percentage respondents REPORTING REGULAR
OFTEN occasional participation

FIVE ILLICIT BEHAVIORS

behavior percentage religion percentpercentageaaeage religion
drunk 04.0040040 LDS 11.9119ilg baptist
petting 13.9139139 LDS 36.1361 presbyterian
coitus 03.4034034 LDS 14.0140 episcopal
homosexuality 00.4004004 LDS 00.2002 methodist
marijuana 01.2012012 LDS 05.7057 presbyterian
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culture found utah secular
culture found washington

two reasons including

hypothesis first find evidence support deny

hypothesis second act validity check

present study order say religion
viable factor social control necessary

find evidence contrary factors
since study based secondary analysis

testable factor cultural difference between

respondents two areas religion religious
activity shown significantly related lower

rates deviant behavior previous two

hypotheses religious factor considered

viable factor social control should

stronger influence difference between cultures
test hypothesis mann whitney U test

calculated measure significance

differences between respondents washington utah

five illicit behaviors see tables 15 16

separate U tests calculated nine major

religions inactive active members mann

whitney U test used greatly varying cell
sizes instances very low cell frequencies

shown table 15 inactive LDS respondents
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TABLE 15

percentage OP INACTIVE MEMBERS ENGAGING
ILLICIT BEHAVIORS washington VERSUS UTAH

homo
religion drunk petting coitus sexuality marijuana

LDS 33.3333 60o600goo 40.0400 13.3133 100.01000
23.6236 37.2372 16.2162 8.8 29.4294294

catholic 43.4434434 55.7557 41141.1 1.1II1111iili 51.3513
25.0250250 46.4464 32.1321 0 33.3333

lutheran 28.5285 46.8468468 29.0290 1.1II1111liii 44.7447447
14.3143 25.0250 10.7107 3.63636 20.0200

presbyterian 28.2282282 46.8468468 22.4224 4.4 35.8358358
29.4294 29.4294 14.7147 0 50.0500

methodist 27.9279 48.4484484 27.1271271 0 44.6446446
30.4304304 34.8348 21.7217 0 66.7667

episcopalian 28.9289 48.6486 21.8218 1.1II1111iiil 45.7457457
23.8238238 33.3333 23.8238 0 50.0500

protestant 25.0250 46.3463 25.4254 1.010loio 33.0330
20.9209 40.5405 23.8238238 2.32323 55.6556

baptist 14.5145 52.0520 29.3293 1.31313 30.0300
30.8308 30.8308308 23.1231 0 1000

jewish 19.3193193 44.1441441 17.8178 9.9 46.4464464
0 33.3333 0 0 0

WAUT washington top number each cell
utah bottom number each cell

mann whitney U test shows significant differences
05 .0505 level

mann whitney U test shows significant differences
io10 .1010 level
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TABLE 16

percentage ACTIVE MEMBERS ENGAGING
ILLICIT BEHAVIORS washington VERSUS UTAH

homo
religion drunk petting Ccoituscoltus sexualisexualesexualityty marijuana

LDS 3.63636 14.3143 10.7107 0 0

1.919iglg 11.4114 1.919iglg 4.4 1.010loio

catholic 19.8198 34.7347 15.9159 6.6 22.3223
19.1191igligi 38.2382 16.2162 1 23.1231

lutheran 9.09090go 31.6316 15.9159 0 8.58585
6.56565 27.7277 4.34343 0 0

presbyterian 6.36363 26.6266 7.67676 0 6.56565
13.2132 31.3313 9.09090go 1.51515 0

methodist 4.24242 28.2282 8.48484 0 6.76767
38- 32738 5.85858 1.212 0

episcopalian 11111.1lilliiiliiii 30130.1 4.24242 0 33.3333
8.08080 30.4304 8.38383 0 50.0500

protestant 7.37373 32o320 13.8138138 7.7 9.59595
15.8158 44.7447 13.5135 2.62626 14.3143

baptist 5.45454 29.7297 10.8108108 0 0

15.4154 38538.5 15.4154 0 0

jewish 9.191gi91 36.4364 9.191glgi 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

WAUT washington top numbernumber each cell
utah bottom number each cell

mann whitney U thesttestestesc shows signifsigniasignificanticanticart differences
05 .0505 level

mann whitney U test shows significant differences
loio .1010 level
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showed significant differences 10 washington

versus utah four behaviors getting
drunk significant difference between

two cultures differences homosexuality

marijuana use however even significant
05 .0505

should noted cell frequencies

variable homosexuality eight religious

affiliations too low test significant
differences jewish cell frequencies

too low yield mathematically valid measures

eight religious affiliations
few significant differences found inactive

members significant differences 05 .0505

petting four seven major religions
high enough cell frequency tested two religious

affiliations showed significant differences coitus
moderate pattern significance iolo .1010 found

marijuana use behavior

active church attenders see table 15 even

fewer significant differences noted

methodists episcopaliansEpiscopal ians behavior getting
drunk significantly different 05 .0505 washington

utah moderate significant differences 10lo .1010

found petting catholics presbyteriansPresbyte rians
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active LDS members significant difference
05 coitus illicit behavior occurred

significantly greater frequency among washington

mormonscormons utah mormonscormonsMormons

active members even less distinct
pattern behaviors emerged behaviors

especially marijuana use religious

affiliations especially protestants higher rates
behaviors found utah washington

terms rates behavior far lowest

rates found homosexuality both active
inactive members highest rates found

petting
surface hypothesis well

supported data deeper important

level however data supported notion

religious affiliation attendance stronger

influencing factors nine behaviors

cultural difference
hypothesisHyvo thesis 4

sexual behaviors load single
factor abused substances load another

factor
determine whether data support

hypothesis two factor analyses run first
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included substances coffee cola tobacco liquor

beer marijuana includedtheincluded behavior

getting drunk second factor included sexual

behaviors passionate kissing petting coituscoltus
masturbation homosexuality

first factor analysis dealt
substance use abuse moderately high level
dependence among variables determinant

correlation matrix range 0 1

012 expected significant factor
reported eigenvalue factor 4.31431

percent variance explained 61.6616gig
communality ranged 88.8888 coke use 65.6565

marijuana use means factor explaining

moderate high percentage variance each

variable critical portion calculation
rotated factor matrix reported very high loadings

variables see table 17

second factor analysis dealt sexual

behaviors moderate dependency among

variables determinant correlation matrix

calculated 213.213213 analysis reported three
significant factors eigenvalues 2.38238238 1.08108
810.810810 three factors hindsight split where

logically should see table 18 first factor
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petting passionate kissing coitus logically fits
together second third factors masturbation

homosexuality loaded alone each factor
explained 47.6476476 21.6216 16.2162 variance

respectively together explained 85.4854854

variance variables communality ranged

99gg.9999 homosexuality 65.6565 coitus
hypothesis supported present

form data abused substances strongly

related exception coffee possible

tobacco should included factor

either second factor found extremely high

relationships between petting passionate kissing

coitus masturbation homosexuality totally
separate behaviors now know sexual factor
should exclude homosexuality masturbation

substance abuse factor should exclude use

coffee tobacco

hypothesis 5

significant positive relationship
between sexual factor abused substance

factor
find evidence test hypothesis

canonical correlation analysis calculated
case factor analysis substance use
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TABLE 17

FACTOR MATRIX substances

variablevarivarlableabie factor 1 factor 2

use beer .812028120281202 .405654056540565
marijuanamarijuamarijkana use .8064180641 .043260432604326
getting drunk .8014780147 .331933319333193
use liquor .766857668576685 .485204852048520
use tobacco .751297512975129 .142731427314273
use coffee .658606586065860 .425334253342533

TABLE 18

FACTOR MATRIX SEXUAL BEHAVIORS

variableyarlVarLahlablahi e factor 1 factor 2 factor 3

petting .925709257092570 .1445714457 .005560055600556
kissing .8561885618 .1066710667 .047420474204742
coitus .799897998979989 .038390383903839 .1115111151
masturbation .138561385613856 .985709857098570 .082070820708207
homosexuality .032730327303273 .079340793407934 .992339923399233
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abuse variables grouped possible factor
sexual behaviors grouped another possible

factor canonical analysis forms factors then

measures relationship between factors again

factor analysis strongest factor sexual

behaviors included passionate kissing petting
coitus see table 19 substance use abuse

factor differed factor analysis since

included use beer liquor variable getting
drunk moderately high canonical

correlation between these two factors 534.534534 chi

factor explained .2849428494 variance eda

dimension reduction analysis found canonical

correlation between two factors significant
therefore strong relationship

between two sets variables respondents

engaging set behaviors

likely engaging behaviors well

hypothesis 6

religious affiliation religious activity
used discriminate using discriminant analysis

levels deviance sexual activity substance use

separate discriminant analysis calculated
each four illicit behaviors determine
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TABLE 19

CANONICAL correlation ANALYSIS

kissing etaf 534.534534 liquor
petting 17etaretarE chirchiychit beer
coitus getting drunk
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whether church affiliation attendance predict

illicit patterns behavior

behavior getting drunk see table 20

two predictor variables correctly classified
subjects 77.997799 cases religious affiliation

attendance howeverhowevenyevery even better predicting
cases reported never getting drunk ie lower

deviance levels correct classification
percentage 82.0820

second illicit behavior considered

coitus see table 21 overall percentage

correct classifications poor 74.997499
case getting drunk two predictor variables did

considerably better correctly classifying subjects
never extramarital premarital sex

percentage 77.4774774

third illicit behavior considered

homosexuality see table 22 overall percentage

70.557055 correctly classified cases even lower

previous illicit behaviors again however

those respondents never category better
classification percentage those first
category

fourth final illicit behavior

marijuana use see table 23 behavior
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TABLE 20

discriminant ANALYSIS VARIABLE GETTING DRUNK

total correctly
levellevelevei behavior cages classified

1 drunk 2195 68.0680680

2 never drunk 5496 82.0820820

percent correctly classified 77.997799

TABLE 21

discriminant ANALYSIS VARIABLE COITUS

total correctly
levellevei behavior aeacaseae5 classified

1 tried sex 1363 64.1641
2 never tried sex 6270 77.4774

percent correctly classified 74.997499
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predicted accurately tested

illicit behaviors church affiliation attendance

able correctly classify marijuana users

81.538153 cases case previous

classification respondents reporting never

marijuana use higher classification percentage

did marijuana users 83.4834 73.7737
summary standardized canonical

discriminant function coefficients see table 24 shows

marked pattern data every illicit
behavior measured religious attendance strongest

discriminating variable religious affilationaffidation came

close behavior petting
analysis data hypothesis

yielded mixed results given subjects affiliation
level attendance correctly classify him

70 80 percent time while may

great percentage felt hypothesis

supported
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TABLE 22

discriminant ANALYSIS VARIABLE homosexuality

total correctlyC orrectlyestly
level behavior cases clasaifiedclassifiedcac1 assase ifiedifield

1 tried hom-
osexual relationships 142 42342.342 3

1 never tried hom-
osexual relationships 7505 71171.171 1

percent correctly classified 70.557055

TABLE 23

discriminant ANALYSIS VARIABLE MARIJUANA USE

total correctly
levellevei behaviobehaviorbehavior casescaseoase classifiedc2assifiedclasjclasa fj e

1 tried marijuana 502 73.7737
2 never tried

marijuana 2140 83.4834

percent correctly classified 81.538153
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TABLE 24

standardized discriminant FUNCTION coefficients

religious religious
affiliation attendance

getting Drunkdrunk .229623229623229623 .896148961489614

coitus .180231802318023 .9141991419

homosexuality .074170741707417 1.03077103077

marijuanamarijuan use .163771637716377 .9168191681

petting .622226222262222 .966689666896668

petting analysis calculated coefficients
classifications
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CHAPTER VI

discussion

six hypotheses tested study

three first second fifth strongly

supported data third hypothesis however

dealt cultural differences sixth
hypothesis dealt discriminating

abilities mixed results fourth hypothesis

dealt two factors needs modification

correct
sample stated results section

severely skewed toward LDS respondents while

large LDS subsample responsible inflation
significance levels statistical methods used

test each hypothesis generally minimized

problem

another problem data set high

number regular church attenders probable

skewness activity religion toward active LDS

respondents caused artificially low rate illicit
behaviors sample

data strongly supported hypothesis 1

religious affiliations except jews nearly

correlations both negative significant
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shown table 1 many R values less 30.3030

statistically significant large sample

size significance levels slightly inflated
social science testintestinggr pearsons R value

30.3030 cutoffcut off point relationship
considered significant

although significance levels inflated
comparison between LDS respondents eight

religious affiliations still valid LDS

subsample generally highest r values
significance levels means activity

important controlling influence illicit
behaviors mormonscormons members

eight religious affiliations
general conclusion hypothesis 1

church activity higher illicit behavior lower

probability small jewish sample size
excluded them having significant correlations
between church activity illicit behaviors

further study should equalize sample sized
religions tested

hypothesis 2 stated mormonscormons

statistically significant lower behavior rate
members eight religions strongly

supported data difference proportions
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tests yielded very high significance behaviors
except comparison rates homosexuality

between LDS methodist members data supports

both hypothesis stated study

findings previous studies dealt mormonscormonsMormons

further study area should include

fundamentalist orthodox religions sample

third hypothesis dealt
significance cultural differences between utah

washington well supported data

did however support validity affiliation
attendance differences society generally
hypothesis correct inactive respondents

active ones these findings indicate
cultural differences between utah washington

significant affecting illicit behavior

religious affiliation church activity
exception found inactive LDS members

where significant cultural differences found

further studies area should include cultures
larger differences between them might

include example sample new york city
southern california utah georgia

fourth hypothesis dealt factor
analyzing deviant behaviors strongly
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supported present form data sexual

behaviors petting passionate kissing coitus
very strongly loaded together masturbation

homosexuality loaded alone second third
factors respectively thus petting passionate

kissing coitus strongly interrelatedinterrelatedfor fon

respondents present study masturbation

homosexuality however significantly
interrelated sexual behaviors

hypothesis should therefore modified exclude

homosexuality masturbation second factor
analysis incorporated substances cola coffee

beer liquor marijuana behavior getting
drunk strongest factor included

substances except cola behavior getting drunk

strongest loadings 80 .8080 included use beer

marijuana useruse getting drunk factor loadings

strong smoking drinking marijuana use

getting drunk factor indicate use

substance indicate use substances

well even though substances incorporated

factor analysis illicit results
still significant further studies use less
anxiety provoking survey questions dealing petting

passionate kissing indicators coitus levels
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portion hypothesis should include

substances beer marijuana variable
getting drunk

results canonical correlation
analysis supported hypothesis five stated

first factor each factor analyses computed

hypothesis four strong correlation
moderate canonical correlation 534.534534 indicates

respondents higher rates kissing petting
coitus higher rates use

liquor beer behavior getting drunk further
research area should focus strong

intercorrelationsintercorrelations between noted sexual behaviors

abused substances

sixth final hypothesis

strongly supported data previous

hypotheses study church affiliation church

attendance originally considered discriminating

variables results discriminant analysis
however found religious attendance good

discriminating variable due

insignificant differences rates behavior

religions except LDS another problem

discriminating abilities church affiliation
church attendance percentages correct
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classifications very poor 42342.3423 73.7737737

respondents tried categories
percentages correct classifications 71.1711 83.4834834

considerably better due large sample size
large proportion respondents sample

reported never further study should use

religious attendance used present study

should group religious affiliation conservative
protestants liberal protestants catholics
mormonscormonsMormons fundamentalist religions should

considered

originally weke six shortcomings

previous studies done field problem

ignoring specific affiliations however slightly
different first thought found instead

separate affiliations tried general groups

used earlier studies smaller logical groups

formed these include liberal protestant

conservative protestant catholic jewish LDS

further research should include fundamentalist

orthodox religious affiliations determine where

fit next four shortcomings using

adolescents subjects dealing sexual deviance

drug abuse separately using inadequateinadaquateinadaquate statistical
procedures lacking theoretical backing
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overcome reversing these problems yielded results
found earlier studies discussed
chapter two final shortcoming discounting

religious affiliation attendance viable
influence society found inaccurate
these nine religious affiliations types

victimlessvict imless deviance
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APPENDIX

SOCIAL PRACTICES FORM 22

I1 place crosses
squares left side

chart I1 indicate 0 CHART I1
how much you suf-
fered

1 ajqj

complaints FEELINGS

listedusted PAST PRESENTPREENT
headaches 1

II11 place crosses nervousness
right half chart fears fJI1 indicate how much mental anguishyou NOW suffer confusion
complaints listed I1 guilt feelingsFeelines

phphysicalsical fatigafatigu t 7mental fatigue 1 i

scschoolhoolhooi quarter 19
age birthday
male female
freshman sophomore
junior senior
graduate
veteran nonveterannon veteran
married widowed
divorceddivorced engaged
going steady
single unattached

home state nation

your church
your church activity attend regularly

quite often onlyspecialspecial services
rarely never

economic wealth wealthy well above
average average
get along poor

home background farm farm town mining town fishing village commercial
town forestry community 10000 city 25000 city 50000000ooo city 100000
city

social party attendance often occasionally seldom never
dates often occasionally seldom never
club membership severalseveral two three none includes fratsbrats etc
school club offices three two three none lisUS C

non class activities athletics drama list
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CHART II11 CHART III111ili
PRESENTPRESEINT

PAST Z ajqj
ti BEHAVIOR

BEHAVIOR Q

tea tea
coffee coffee
coke coke
tobacco tobacco
liquor liquoriliquor
beer beer
getting drunk getting drunk
passionate kissing NM passionate kissing NM

heavy petting NM heavy petting NM

sexual intercourse NM sexualfsexualesexual intercourse NM

masturbation masturbation
wet dreams wet dreams
homosexuality homosexuality
cheat school cheat school
steal steal
break word honor break word honor
profane deity profane deity

III111ili place crosses left side
chart II11 indicindicate how much you
definitely knowlinglyknowlingly used practiced

items listed time past
IV place crosses appropriate squares

right side chart II11 indicate
those items you did think
sinful andor immoral time you did
themthen

V indicate crosses items
you never considered sinful
immoral

VI indicate crosses those practices
you indulged part-

ner certain person

viavla you ever used marijuana
regularly often occasionally
rarely never

vib do you now use marijuana
regularly often occasionally
rarely never

VII use crosses chart III111ili indicate
what extent you NOW use practice

items listed fill whole diagram

VIII notice sinful moral ques-
tions differ those chart II11
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